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An encyclopedia is a reference work of short articles arranged alphabetically that purports to
be comprehensive in an area of knowledge (Collison, 1966). Just as the newspaper industry
is rapidly shrinking as readers turn to the Internet for information, the publishing industry is
undergoing rapid changes as new technologies replace print media. In this environment, the
viability of encyclopedias is being challenged by new forms of knowledge management,
such as Wikipedia (see Lih, 2009) and its emerging variants. Printed encyclopedias, with
their high cost and rapid obsolescence, increasingly stand as remnants of bygone eras. The
sustainability of encyclopedias as a genre is questionable, but they do promise, by what they
include and exclude, to define areas of knowledge and exemplify a gate-keeping function.
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Positive Psychology

Positive psychology is undoubtedly a potent new movement within psychology (Gable &
Haidt, 2005). The Encyclopedia of Positive Psychology, edited by Shane Lopez, one of
positive psychology’s leading proponents, presents a large range of topics in this emerging
area and proclaims its coming of age by offering encyclopedic coverage.

Positive psychology asserts to being a unique approach that differentiates itself from
its main predecessor, humanistic psychology, by embracing quantitative empirical research
that humanistic psychology supposedly eschews. Martin Seligman’s foreword claims that
humanistic psychology largely lacks the use of “mainstream, cumulative, and replicable
scientific method” (p. xvii), which is purported to be the foundation of positive psychology.
Seligman does admit, however, that both positive and humanistic psychology can be
differentiated from mainstream psychology in their emphasis on what is positive (e.g.,
health, goodness) in contrast to the prevailing focus on the negative (e.g., pathology, evil).

What makes positive psychology so noteworthy is its extraordinary success in such a
short time. The movement’s many new journals and numerous books attract large numbers
of people to join its organizations and attend its conferences, garnering significant grant and
foundation support. It is noticed widely in the public media, and new graduate programs
offer master’s and doctoral degrees in positive psychology as a specialization.

Humanistic psychology had similar widespread cachet in the 1960s and 1970s.
Although it perseveres, it seems to have languished since then. In contrast, positive
psychology has tapped into the excitement of those earlier intoxicating days and carved out a
thriving niche, capturing the imagination of a generation that is relatively unfamiliar with, or
was perhaps even taught to discount, humanistic psychology for its presumed lack of
scientific worth. This encyclopedia provides a clear basis for comparing positive psychology
with humanistic psychology, as well as with the mainstream.

Entries

There are 288 brief entries in this encyclopedia. Although these are short, most provide an
adequate overview of important topics that appear frequently in the positive psychology
literature, such as happiness and wisdom. For those who want an introductory look at such
topics, this encyclopedia could be a useful first source, but it suffers one serious problem as
a reference tool: Many entries do not provide citations and serve only as stand-alone
statements about these topics. In this electronic-media age when almost any topic can be
readily accessed through a search engine that opens to a plethora of useful links, this lack of
consistent referencing seriously limits the scholarly usefulness of the encyclopedia.



Most entries, however, appear to be well written and informative. As in any collected
work, the quality of coverage and writing style varies, but most contributors appear to be
experts on their topics, and their writing demonstrates their authority. One caveat is that a
number of entries appear to refer disproportionately to their author’s own works, while
giving relatively short shrift to other scholars’ contributions; it is quite acceptable for
commanding figures on a topic to refer to their own efforts, but to omit others’ important
efforts while self-referencing seems problematic in a supposedly authoritative reference
work.

My major concern with the content is in terms of what is included and excluded in this
encyclopedia. First, too many entries seem largely irrelevant to positive psychology. For
example, the very first entry on abnormal psychology never even mentions positive
psychology; it surveys this large field in a few pages without explaining how it is germane to
positive psychology. I could not help wondering why this was even included in an
encyclopedia focused specifically on positive psychology.

Unfortunately, there are many other entries that suffer similarly from a lack of clear
connection to positive psychology. The guiding rubric for selecting entries for inclusion is
unclear. There are several entries on various professional specializations (e.g., counseling
psychology) and organizations (e.g., the American Psychological Association) that include
little or no mention of their direct relevance to positive psychology. There are also entries on
several neurotransmitters that seem quite tangential to the focus. I could not fathom why
some specializations and organizations, as well as neurotransmitters, were included while
others equally relevant, or perhaps irrelevant, were excluded.

I found the biographical entries even more confusing. Some are on relatively early- or
midcareer people who seem not yet important enough to deserve encyclopedic recognition.
Also included are biographies of disparate seminal figures within mainstream psychology,
some of whom I would not strongly associate with positive psychology (e.g., Carl Jung).
Overall, biographical coverage seems quite arbitrary; I was wondering why some classic
figures (e.g., Alfred Adler) were excluded while those less relevant to positive psychology
(e.g., Jung) were included.

Last, I found the organization of entries problematic, such as overlapping entries on
several closely related topics on emotion (e.g., those for emotional approach coping,
emotional asymmetry, emotional creativity, emotional development, emotional intelligence,
and emotions). In addition, some topics quite central to positive psychology are not included
as separate entries (e.g., sexuality), while other important topics are given only one entry
when they seem to demand more attention (e.g., happiness, which is core to the positive
psychology science).



Conclusion

One major purpose of an encyclopedia is to outline an area, but I simply could not discern a
consistent pattern for what was included and excluded here. Perhaps a more comprehensive
introduction explaining the parameters of how entries were selected would have made this
clearer. As is, this encyclopedia does not support the contention that positive psychology is a
coherent field different from its main predecessor, humanistic psychology.

In fact, many of its entries deal with explicitly humanistic psychology topics.
Humanistic psychology itself is an entry, as are avowedly humanistic topics like existential
psychology. In this regard, it is important to mention that the last chapter in a classic book
by a prominent founder of humanistic psychology (Maslow, 1954) is titled “Toward a
Positive Psychology,” so even the name of this movement suffers from lack of
differentiation from its precursor.

Giving clear evidence of this continuity, the entry on positive therapy includes the
statement that this therapeutic approach is based on “the universal motivation of people to
move toward growth, development, and autonomy” (p. 758), which “does not easily lend
itself to empirical scrutiny” (p. 759). This excerpt clearly reads like humanistic psychology
and, insofar as positive psychology critiques humanistic psychology for its lack of
empiricism, this entry is emblematic of the fact that the delineation cannot be clearly drawn
on scientific grounds, a point I have made elsewhere (see Friedman, 2008). I conclude that
this encyclopedia further proves that positive psychology is insufficiently developed to
warrant an encyclopedia that presents it as a comprehensive area.

Positive psychology has much to offer. Undoubtedly, more attention needs to be
directed toward the positive aspects of psychology, but not because it is very different from
either its predecessor or the mainstream. One theory for becoming a successful leader is that
one needs merely to find a parade and jump out in front. The zeitgeist is ripe for a
resurgence of themes pioneered by humanistic psychology, and the power of thinking
positively has always been a popular idea in America (e.g., the enduring success of Peale’s
work, 1952/2003).

Consequently, positive psychology has emerged as a repackaged product that has been
aggressively marketed and has achieved amazing success as a result. Despite its rhetoric to
the contrary, this encyclopedia unwittingly exposes positive psychology’s similarity to both
its predecessor and the mainstream. Its importance may lie in its revitalization of a
humanistic psychology that attempts to more fully embrace positivistic empirical methods.

This encyclopedia may prove useful for library reference collections or for those who
want a handy desktop reference to positive psychology. However, the inconsistency of
provided references greatly limits its utility for this purpose, and the encyclopedia will likely
disappoint those hoping to find a cohesive exposition of positive psychology.
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